
Description Of KSM 10 
 

 

 
 

0.6 Litre Capacity 

This kettle is of 0.6 litres capacity which gives ample space for boiling things in it at a time 

which helps to save time and electricity. With a translucent area, you can see the amount of 

water you need to add in this user-friendly electric kettle. 

Automatic Cut-off 

This kettle has a feature which automatically shuts off power when the water has come to a boil. 

This is a safety feature and also helps to protect the kettle from itself. 

Single Touch Lid Locking 

For daily use, this kettle is with this perfect option and it allows you to use it regularly in a hassle 

free manner. 

Ergonomically Designed Handle And lid 

This durable kettle comes with a well-designed handle for better grip while holding it and makes 

it easier to hold even if it is hot. The lid locks so that there is no spillage of water. 



Compact Sized Travel Kettle 

Because of the fact that this is a travel friendly kettle, it becomes highly essential if you go out 

for trips and vacations very often. Moreover, if you’re a sucker for fresh and instantly brewed 

coffee, then this long-lasting kettle is tailor made to suit your needs. It has been designed to keep 

the portability aspect under consideration. No wonder it is light weight and comfortable to carry 

around. 

Other Important Features  

This ergonomic design doesn’t take too much space and can also be stored easily. Bring home 

the kettle and bask in the glory of instant tea which will satiate all your senses. This is why 

Prestige is such a household brand these days with its widespread popularity throughout the 

nation. 

 

Highlights 

 
 Automatic cut-off 

 Translucent water gauge 

 Single touch lid locking 

 Detachable power base 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Specifications: 

 
General 

Colour White & Blue 

Body Material Plastic 

Capacity in Ltrs 0.6 

Cordless operation Yes 

Power indicator 

light 
Yes 

Autocut off Yes 

Cool touch body Yes 

Water level 

indicator 
Yes 

Length of cord 2 meter 

Weight 1.6 Kg 

Power and Voltage 

Power input in 

watts 

900 W 

Voltage 220-240 V 

In the box 

Box Contents Main Unit, User Manual 

 

 


